GM CONSULTING RETAINER SERVICES - FACT SHEET
Health and Safety is often complex and always time consuming. Trying to keep up with the latest
changes to legislation and approved guidance is increasingly difficult with more European Standards
being adopted and implemented. The Government has recognised that much of this ‘red tape’ has a
detrimental effect on the performance of British industry and has started to peel away what they
see as unnecessary requirements. Health and Safety is included in this simplification of the business
environment and the Government proposes to streamline health and safety regulations. It currently
appears that their plans are to keep the principal legislation in place but remove some of the
regulations and guidance. Despite the lack of support from the safety institutions, employers can
expect to have the same overall health and safety responsibilities but instead of providing guidance
on how to meet these responsibilities they will be left to their own devices. This is expected to
result in significant confusion and perhaps either a lowering of health and safety standards (along
with an increase in enforcement, fines, accidents and incidents) or an increase in control methods
out of all proportion to the risks involved (added costs and inefficiencies).
GM consulting will take away the headaches of compliance and ensure your business or organisation
is taking all reasonably practicable precautions to minimise risk to your employees and others. By
paying a monthly subscription, GM consulting will become your competent person and undertake
key health and safety tasks (dependent on the support level required). We can devise a complete
safety management system for your organisation and oversee it’s implementation, monitor and
review it’s performance. Alternatively, if your only need is to have access to an e-mail information
line or a phone number for advice than this can also be accommodated. By including technical
services from Green Man Compliance, the overall package can actually save money for many clients.
Additionally, our retainer clients can benefit from reduced price health and safety training to ensure
their legal commitment to provide adequate training and instruction is more cost effectively met.
Our service is personal to your organisation and does not rely on on-line tools and generic forms or
policies. We will visit your site and agree the extent of our support and the degree of involvement
with your key personnel. We know that one size does not fit all and your retainer agreement will be
tailored to your exact business needs. GM Consulting effectively becomes one of your employees
and we work seamlessly alongside your staff to provide the agreed support.
Small businesses have to juggle many things and health and safety is one such non-core activity that
takes precious resources. We would be delighted to meet with you for a ‘no obligation’ discussion
and you can find out how we can can alleviate the stressful problem of health and safety and, quite
possibly, save you money into the bargain!
Contact GM Consulting now on 01282 452440 or email info@greenmanhealthandsafety.co.uk

www.greenmanhealthandsafety.co.uk

